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Abstract
We introduce “endomorphic presentations,” or L-presentations: group presentations whose
relations are iterated under a set of substitutions on the generating set, and show that a broad class
of groups acting on rooted trees admit explicitly constructible finite L-presentations, generalising
results by Igor Lysionok and Said Sidki.
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1. Introduction
In the early 80s, Rostislav Grigorchuk defined a group, G, endowed with many
interesting properties: it is a finitely generated, infinite, torsion group; it has intermediate
growth; it has a solvable word problem; it has finite width; etc. There are connections of G
to innumerably many branches of mathematics: random walks on graphs, Hecke operators,
classification of finite-rank Lie algebras, cryptography, etc.
Already in his early papers [Gri84], Rostislav Grigorchuk showed that G is not finitely
presentable. However, Igor Lysionok obtained in [Lys85] a recursively defined, infinite set
of relators for G, obtained by iterating a simple letter substitution on a finite set of relators
(see Theorem 4.5):
The Grigorchuk group G admits the following presentation:
G= 〈a, c, d∣∣σ i(a)2, σ i(ad)4, σ i(adacac)4 (i  0)〉,
where σ : {a, c, d}∗ → {a, c, d}∗ is defined by σ(a)= aca, σ (c)= cd, σ (d)= c.
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but not elementary-amenable group [Gri98], thus answering negatively to an old question
by Mahlon Day [Day57]: “Can every amenable finitely presented group be obtained from
finite and abelian groups using exact sequences and unions?” He also proved the inde-
pendence of Lysionok’s relators, by explicitly computing the Schur multiplier H2(G,Z)
in [Gri99].
A (friendly) competitor of the Grigorchuk group is the Gupta–Sidki group Γ , which
is also a finitely generated infinite torsion group of subexponential growth. Both groups
share other properties, as well—see, for instance, [BG00,BG02] where they are studied
simultaneously. Said Sidki described in [Sid87] a general method yielding recursive
presentations of such groups, and for Γ derived an explicit, if somewhat lengthy,
presentation.
Narain Gupta also followed a completely different path in obtaining recursively
presented torsion groups—namely, he started by defining a presentation, that is recursive
but presents no explicit regularity like the presentations considered here, and then proves
that the associated group is infinite, torsion, and finitely generated [Gup84].
In this paper, we define a general class of presentations, which we call endomorphic or
L-presentations. As a first approximation, they are given by a generating set, some initial
relations, and word substitution rules that produce more relations.
We start by deriving some of their properties, and give explicit presentations for Γ and
other contracting branch groups (see Definitions 3.3 and 3.4; the main property of a branch
group is that it contains a subgroup K containing a copy of K1 ∼=Kd for some d  2, all
inclusions having finite index. It is contracting if there is a metric on K contracted, up to an
additive constant, by the projections K1 → 1i ×K × 1d−i−1). Our main result on groups
acting on rooted trees is the following (see Theorems 3.1 and 3.2):
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a finitely generated, contracting, semi-fractal, regular branch
group. Then G is finitely L-presented. However, G is not finitely presented.
The Schur multiplier of G has the form A⊕B∞ for finite-rank groups A,B .
Definition 1.2. An L-presentation is an expression of the form
L= 〈S|Q|Φ|R〉,
where S is an alphabet (i.e., a set of symbols), Q,R ⊂ FS are sets of reduced words (where
FS is the free group on S), and Φ is a set of free group homomorphisms φ :FS → FS .
L is finite if S,Q,Φ,R are finite. It is ascending if Q is empty. It is injective if,
furthermore, all φ ∈Φ are injective.
L gives rise to a group GL defined as
GL = FS
/〈
Q∪
⋃
φ∈Φ∗
φ(R)
〉#
,
where 〈·〉# denotes normal closure and Φ∗ is the monoid generated by Φ , i.e., the closure
of {1} ∪Φ under composition.
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write G for both.
The name “L-presentation” comes both as a homage to Igor Lysionok who discovered
such a presentation for the Grigorchuk group G (see Theorem 4.5) and as a reference to
“L-systems” as defined by Aristid Lindenmayer [Lin73] in the early 70s (see [RS80]), used
to model biological growth phenomena.
L-presentations are defined here for the first time; however, they appear implicitly in
all situations where an infinite-index subgroup with a nice-enough transversal (say, iso-
morphic to Z) is considered. A typical example is Wilhelm Magnus’ Freiheitssatz [CM82,
II.5], where a 1-relator group is shown to be the HNN extension of an infinitely presented
finite L-presentation, which in turn is shown to be again a 1-relator group.
1.1. Symmetric groups
The purpose of L-presentations is to encode in homomorphisms φ ∈Φ some regularity
of the presentation. Consider, for instance, the presentations of finite symmetric groups.
It is well known that the following is a presentation of Sn, the symmetric group on n
objects (see [Bur97,Moo97] for its first occurrences in literature and [Ser93] for other
presentations):
Sn =
〈
σ1, . . . , σn−1
∣∣σ 2i whenever 1 i  n− 1,
(σiσi+1)3 whenever 1 i  n− 2,
(σiσj )
2 whenever 1 i < j − 1 n− 2〉.
A shorter ascending L-presentation with the same generators can be obtained if one
lets the symmetric group act on itself by conjugation; there remain only 3 orbits of
relators under this action. To the point, consider the set P = {(1, . . . , n), (1,2), (3, . . . , n)}
generatingSn. For each p ∈ P , let it act as φp on the free group Fσ1,...,σn−1 in such a way
that this action is a lift of the action ofSn by conjugation on itself, and such that if σpi = σj
then φp(σi) = σj—a simple way of selecting such a φp is to pick for each σi a word W
over {σ1, . . . , σn−1} of minimal length representing σpi , and setting φp(σi)=W , extended
by concatenation. We then obtain
Sn =
〈
σ1, . . . , σn−1
∣∣ ∣∣ {φp}p∈P ∣∣σ 21 , (σ1σ2)3, (σ1σ3)2〉.
Indeed, all relations σ 2i and (σiσi+1)3 are obtained as φ
i−1
(1,...,n)(σ
2
1 ) and φ
i−1
(1,...,n)((σ1σ2)
3),
and all relations (σiσj )2 are obtained as φi−1(1,...,n)φ
j−i−2
(3,...,n)((σ1σ3)
2). Conversely, all φ(r) are
relations for φ ∈ {φp}∗ and r a relation, since the φ are endomorphisms.
Using the same reasoning, one can obtain an ascending L-presentation ofSn with only
two relators, if one allows more generators:
Sn =
〈
σ1,2, σ1,3, . . . , σn−1,n
∣∣ ∣∣φ(1,2), φ(1,...,n)∣∣σ 21,2, σ1,2σ2,3σ1,3σ2,3〉,
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(This regularity in the presentation is reflected by the fact that H2(Sn,Z)= Z/2 is very
small—see Section 2.3.)
Problem 1.3. Does there exist a bound A such that all symmetric groups can be defined by
an ascending L-presentation 〈S| |Φ|R〉 of total length |S| + |Φ| + |R|<A?
1.2. Other examples
Another example is given by presentations of the free Abelian group Zn:
Zn = 〈x1, . . . , xn∣∣ [xi, xj ] ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}〉.
It can be expressed with fewer relators as
Zn = 〈x1, . . . , xn∣∣ ∣∣φ1, φ2∣∣ [x1, x2]〉,
with φ1 :x1 → x2, x2 → x3, . . . , xn → x1 and φ2 :x1 → x1, x2 → x3, x3 → x4, . . . ,
xn → x2. Of course, the main interest of L-presentations is to encode groups that do not
even have a finite presentation: consider for instance the group S∞Z of permutations of
Z that act like a translation outside a finite interval. It is generated by σ = (1,2) and
τ :n → n+ 1:
S∞Z=
〈
τ, σ
∣∣σ 2, [σ, τn]2 ∀n 2, [σ, τ ]3〉
= 〈τ, σ, σ ∣∣σσ ∣∣φ∣∣σ 2, [σ, τ ]3, [σ,σ ]τ 2 〉
= 〈τ, σ, τ ∣∣ τ−1τ ∣∣ψ∣∣σ 2, [σ, τ ]3, [σ,σ ττ ]〉
with φ(σ)= στ and ψ(τ )= ττ , both preserving the other generators σ and τ . The extra
generators σ and τ are just convenient copies of the generators.
1.3. Outline
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains group-theoretical results on
L-presentations. Section 3 describes the main result of this paper, namely that all finitely
generated regular branch groups have a finite L-presentation. Section 4 describes the
L-presentations of the 5 “testbed” branch groups introduced in [BG00].
1.4. Notations
For me, gh denotes h−1gh, and the expression g
∑
nihi means
∏
h−1i gni hi . The
commutator [g,h] is g−1h−1gh, andX∗ is the monoid generated byX. The normal closure
of X in G is written 〈X〉#, the normal subgroup of G normally generated by X.
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In this section, we are interested in the following questions:
• which group-theoretical constructions preserve the property of having a finite L-pre-
sentation?
• which groups admit a finite L-presentation?
We shall say a group is finitely L-presented if it admits a finite L-presentation.
Remark 2.1. There are finitely L-presented groups that, for some imposed generating set,
do not admit a finite L-presentation. This is in contrast with finitely presented groups,
for which admitting a finite presentation is independent of the choice of generators—that
property is even invariant under quasi-isometries.
For instance, consider the “lamplighter group” of Theorem 4.1, with its finite L-presen-
tation. This group G does not have a finite L-presentation with generators {a, t}, as can be
seen by a careful study of endomorphisms of F2.
Proposition 2.2. Let G admit a finite ascending L-presentation, and let S′ be a finite
generating set of G. Then G admits a finite ascending L-presentation with generators S′.
Proof. The standard proof that being finitely presented involves Tietze transformations,
and extends to L-presentations. One changes S into S′ by a finite number of “Tietze
moves,” which either replace a generator by a product or quotient of generators, or add
or delete a generator s along with the relator s.
For an L-presentation 〈S‖Φ|R〉, the operations are as follows: if the move was to
replace the generator s by s′ = st , one replaces all instances of s by s′t−1 in R and the
images of φ ∈Φ , modifying them by φ(s′)= φ(st).
If the move was addition of a generator s to S and R, one extends all φ ∈Φ by φ(s)= 1.
If the move was deletion of s from S and R, one deletes all instances of s in the images of
all φ ∈Φ , and adds φ(s) to R. ✷
2.1. Embeddings
We start by some motivation for the study of L-presentations. Recall Graham Higman’s
Embedding Theorem.
Theorem 2.3 ([Hig61] or [LS70, Section IV.7]). A countable group G can be embedded in
a finitely presented group Ĝ if and only if it is recursively presented.
The first proof by Higman was unconstructive; since then, explicit constructions of Ĝ
were given [Aan73,AC80,OS01]. They require, however, a good mastery of Turing- or
S-machine programming. I am not aware of an explicit finitely presented group contain-
ing Q. In contrast, a finitely L-presented group containing Q follows:
Q= 〈x1, x2, . . . ∣∣xnx−n−1 ∀n 1〉,n+1
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G= 〈x, y∣∣xnyn(xn+1yn+1)−n−1 ∀n 1〉= 〈x, y∣∣yx(xn+1yn+1)n ∀n 1〉
through xn → xnyn; now G embeds in the finitely L-presented group H given by
H = 〈x, y, a, b, c, d, e, c′, d ′, e′∣∣c−1c′, d−1d ′, e−1e′, [〈d, e〉, 〈x, y〉]∣∣φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4∣∣
yxbac,
(
e′
)d ′
c′
〉
,
where
φ1 : {a → bac, φ2 :
{
a → 1,
b → d−1ybxd, φ3 :
{
a → 1,
b → yex, φ4 :
{
c′ → c′c,
d ′ → d ′d,
e′ → e′e,
it being understood that unspecified generators map to themselves. Indeed, n− 1 applica-
tions of φ1 to yxbac yield yxbnacn; then n applications of φ2 yield yx((d−1y)nb(xd)n)ncn;
then φ3 and the commutation relations yield yx(yn+1xn+1)nd−nendncn. On the other
hand, φn−14 ((d ′)−1e′d ′c′) yields d−nendncn, so yx(yn+1xn+1)n = 1 in H , whence xnyn =
(xn+1yn+1)n+1 in H . Any other sequence of operations φi would give a long relation con-
taining non-{x, y} symbols, so G embeds in H .
Some finitely L-presented groups embed nicely in finitely presented groups; recall that
the HNN extension Ω(G,H φ−→K) is ascending if H =G.
Theorem 2.4. LetG be finitelyL-presented by an injective ascendingL-presentation. Then
a finitely presented group Ĝ containing G can be effectively constructed. Moreover, Ĝ is
an ascending HNN extension of G by a finite number of stable letters.
In case G is amenable, Ĝ is a finitely presented amenable group containing G.
Proof. Let 〈S‖Φ|R〉 be a finite ascending L-presentation of G. Consider the group
Ĝ= 〈S ∪Φ∣∣R ∪ {sφ = φ(s)}
s∈S,φ∈Φ
〉
.
It is finitely presented, and the map G→ Ĝ defined by sending s ∈ S to s is a well-
defined injective homomorphism, since the φ :S∗ → S∗ induce injective homomorphisms
of G. ✷
Note that if G’s presentation is not injective, then G needs not embed in Ĝ anymore;
for example, consider
G= 〈x, y∣∣ ∣∣φ∣∣x2y−3〉,
with φ(x)= x2 and φ(y) = y . This is the non-Hopfian Baumslag–Solitar group B(2,3),
containing non-Abelian free subgroups. Inside the group Ĝ, consider the subgroup
generated by x and y . It is isomorphic to Z[ 1 ] 〈 3 〉, and hence a strict quotient of G.6 2
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hyperbolic groups that are not hyperbolic. Recall that for a fixed set W of words closed
under cyclic permutation, a piece is a common subword of two distinct words of W . We
say W satisfies the small cancellation condition C′(,) if every piece p in w ∈W satisfies
|p|< ,|w|, and we say W satisfies C(n) if no w ∈W can be factored in n pieces or fewer.
Ilya Kapovich and Dani Wise give in [KW01] a sufficient condition for a finitely L-pre-
sented group to have small cancellation, and in this way constructed a hyperbolic group
with a non-co-Hopfian one-ended two-generator subgroup.
Thus there exists a C′( 16 ) group (which is therefore word-hyperbolic)
Ĝ= 〈x, y, τ ∣∣ r(x, y), xτ−φ(x), yτ−φ(y)〉
which is an HNN extension of the group G = 〈x, y‖φ| r〉, and such that the infinite
presentation G = 〈x, y|⋃n0 φn(r)〉 satisfies the small cancellation C(6) condition.
Therefore G is not finitely presentable, and hence not word-hyperbolic, and not quasi-
convex in G. This is among the simplest examples of hyperbolic groups with non-
hyperbolic finitely generated subgroups. For concreteness, consider the group
G= 〈x, y∣∣ ∣∣φ∣∣ (xy)7〉,
with φ(x)= x7 and φ(y)= y7, embedding in
Ĝ= 〈x, y,φ∣∣xφ−7, yφ−7, (xy)7〉.
Proposition 2.5. If G is finitely presented, then it is finitely L-presented. There are non-
finitely L-presented groups, and there are finitely L-presented, but not finitely presented,
groups.
Proof. The first claim is obvious: finite L-presentations with R = Φ = ∅ are precisely
finite presentations.
There are only countably many finite L-presentations, but uncountably many finitely-
generated groups, so “most” groups are not finitely L-presented.
Finally, Theorem 4.1 shows that the “lamplighter group” described there is finitely
L-presented, but not finitely presented. ✷
Note, however, that it is not trivial to explicitly point at a non-finitely L-presentable
group. A group having a non-recursively-enumerable presentation satisfying some small
cancellation condition would be an example. The free group in a variety defined by
infinitely many identities (they exist by [Ol’70]) is another one. More examples appear
in the course of Lemma 2.8.
Proposition 2.6. If G,H are finitely L-presented groups, then G ∗H is finitely L-presen-
ted.
If G is finitely L-presented and H,K are isomorphic finitely generated subgroups of G,
then the HNN extension Ω(G,H ψ−→K) is finitely L-presented.
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L-presentation of H . A finite L-presentation of G ∗H is
〈S ∪ T |Q∪ P |Φ ∪Ψ |R ∪U〉,
where it is understood that each φ ∈ Φ is extended to a homomorphism φ : (S ∪ T )∗ →
(S ∪ T )∗ by mapping each t ∈ T to itself; and similarly for each ψ ∈Ψ .
Let now H be the subgroup of G generated by T ⊂ S∗. A presentation for the HNN
extension of G by ψ :H →K is〈
S ∪ {ψ}∣∣Q∪ {ψ(t)−1tψ}
t∈T
∣∣Φ∣∣R〉. ✷
Proposition 2.7. If G,H are finitely L-presented groups, then any split extension of G by
H is finitely L-presented. If H is finitely presented, then any extension of G by H is finitely
L-presented.
Proof. Let 〈S|Q|Φ|R〉 be a finite L-presentation of G; let 〈T |P |Ψ |U〉 be a finite
L-presentation of H ; let X be an extension of G by H , given as 1 →G→X→H → 1.
Let σ be a section of H to X; in case the extension splits, we suppose that σ is a group
homomorphism.
Each relator p ∈ P lifts through σ to an element gp ∈G, so we may define P ′ = {pg−1p |
p ∈ P }, a set of relators in X. Since G is normal in X, we also have sσ(t) = gs,t ∈G for
each s ∈ S, t ∈ T . Consider now the presentation〈
S ∪ T ∣∣Q∪ P ′ ∪ {stg−1s,t }s∈S,t∈T ∣∣Φ ∪Ψ ∣∣R ∪U 〉, (1)
where it is understood that each φ ∈ Φ is extended to a homomorphism φ : (S ∪ T )∗ →
(S ∪ T )∗ by mapping each t ∈ T to itself; and similarly for each ψ ∈Ψ .
If X is a split extension, then gp = 1 for all p ∈ P , and similarly all φ(u) (with u ∈ U
and φ ∈ Φ∗) are relations in X. If H is finitely presented, we may suppose U = ∅ and
again all relations given in (1) are satisfied.
We have shown that in the cases considered X is a quotient of (1). Let now w be a word
in S ∪ T equal to 1 in X. The relations st = gs,t allow w to be written as s1 · · · snt1 · · · tm;
then projecting to H gives t1 · · · tm = 1 by applying relations in H . The same relations
in (1) will reduce s1 · · · snt1 · · · tm to a word in S∗; the corresponding element of G can
be reduced to 1 using relations in G, and these same relations exist in X, so w = 1 ∈ X
and (1) is a presentation of X. ✷
Note that there are extensions of finitely L-presented groups that are not finitely
L-presented; more precisely,
Lemma 2.8. There are uncountably many non-isomorphic extensions of Z/2 by Z/2 Z.
As a consequence, there are uncountably many such extensions that are not finitely
L-presented.
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Proposition 2.9. If G is a finitely L-presented group, then any finite-index subgroup of G
is finitely L-presented.
If N G is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of a finitely L-presented group G,
then G/N is finitely L-presented.
Proof. Let 〈S|Q|Φ|R〉 be a finite L-presentation of G, and let X be a right transversal of
the finite-index subgroupH of G. In view of Proposition 2.7, we may supposeH is normal
in G, since any finite-index subgroup is a finite extension of its core, which is normal of
finite index.
We then have G = ⋃x∈X Hx = ⋃x∈X xH . For g ∈ G, let g ∈ X denote its coset
representative. By the Reidemeister–Schreier method, H is generated by the finite set
T = {sx}x∈X,s∈S, and a presentation of H is given by〈
T
∣∣∣ {q˜x}q∈Q,x∈X ∪ {φ˜(r)x}φ∈Φ∗,r∈R,x∈X〉,
where w˜ is a rewriting of w as a word over T . Now each φ ∈Φ induces naturally a monoid
homomorphism φ˜ over T ∗, and since φ˜(r)x = φ˜(r˜x), a finite L-presentation forH is given
by 〈
T
∣∣ {q˜x}
q∈Q,x∈X
∣∣ {φ˜}
φ∈Φ
∣∣ {r˜x}
r∈R,x∈X
〉
.
For the second statement of the proposition, let 〈S|Q|Φ|R〉 be a finite L-presentation
of G and let T be a finite generating set for N . Then
〈S|Q∪N |Φ|R〉
is a finite L-presentation of G/N . ✷
Proposition 2.10. If G,H are finitely L-presented groups, and either G is Abelian or H is
finite, then the restricted wreath product G H is finitely L-presented.
Problem 2.11. The corresponding assertion with “finitely L-presented” replaced by
“finitely presented” does not hold. Under which conditions does the statement hold, for
non-Abelian G and infinite H ?
Proof. If H is finite, then G  H is finitely L-presented by Proposition 2.7. Let us
assume then that G is Abelian. Let 〈S|Q|Φ|R〉 be a finite L-presentation of G, and let
〈T |P |Ψ |U〉 be a finite L-presentation of H . An L-presentation of G H is〈
S ∪ T ∣∣Q∪P ∪ {[s1, sh]} ∣∣Φ ∪Ψ ∣∣R ∪U 〉,2 s1,s2∈S,h∈H
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(S ∪ T )∗ by mapping each t ∈ T to itself; and similarly for each ψ ∈ Ψ . This L-presenta-
tion is in general not finite, but this can be remedied by introducing new generators S in
bijection with S and new homomorphisms ΩT in bijection with T :
G H = 〈S ∪ T ∪ S∣∣Q∪ P ∪ {s−1s}
s∈S
∣∣Φ ∪Ψ ∪ΩT ∣∣R ∪U ∪ {[s1, s2]}s1,s2∈S 〉,
where ωt ∈ΩT : (S ∪ T ∪ S)∗ → (S ∪ T ∪ S)∗ is defined by ωt (s)= st and ωt (s)= s and
ωt (t
′)= t ′. Indeed, the new generators s do not enlarge G, since s = s is a relation; also,[
s1, s
h
2
]= [s1, s2 h]= [s1, s2 t1···tn]= [s1,ωt1 · · ·ωtn( s2 )]= ωt1 · · ·ωtn([s1, s2 ])= 1
is a relation, for all h= t1 · · · tn ∈H . ✷
Problem 2.12. Let G be a finitely L-presented group generated by S, let H be a finitely
generated subgroup, and let X be a transversal of H in G which is a regular subset of S∗.
Under which extra conditions is H finitely L-presented?
2.2. Identities
We now show that groups defined by finitely many identities are all finitelyL-presented.
Recall that an identity is a word w ∈ FY , and that the group G satisfies the identity w if
f (w)= 1 for all f :FY →G. For instance, all Abelian groups satisfy the identity [y1, y2].
The free group on S with respect to w is FS/〈f (w) ∀f :FY → FS 〉. It is the largest group
satisfying w, in the sense that every group generated by S and satisfying w is a quotient of
it. These groups are also sometimes referred to as relatively free groups of finitely based
varieties [Neu67]. In that spirit, a group has presentation 〈S|R〉 within a variety if it is the
quotient of the free group on S in that variety by the normal closure of R.
Proposition 2.13. Let G be finitely generated and finitely presented with respect to the
identity w. Then G is finitely L-presented.
Proof. It suffices to prove the claim for a relatively free group, since the quotient of
a finitely L-presented group by a finitely normally generated normal subgroup remains
finitely L-presented.
Let us then suppose G relatively free and generated by X, and write w = w(y1, . . . ,
yn) ∈ FY . For x ∈X±1 and y ∈ Y , define the endomorphism φxy of FXunionsqY by φxy(y)= xy ,
and φxy(s)= s for all other s ∈X unionsq Y . Then the following is a finite L-presentation of G:〈
X unionsq Y ∣∣Y ∣∣ {φxy}x∈X±1,y∈Y ∣∣ {w}〉.
Indeed, write Φ = {φxy}x∈X±1,y∈Y . Then〈
X unionsq Y ∣∣Y ∣∣Φ∣∣ {w}〉= 〈X unionsq Y ∣∣Y ∪Φ(w)〉= 〈X unionsq Y ∣∣Y ∪ {w(w1(X)y1, . . . ,wn(X)yn)}〉
= 〈X∣∣ {w(w1(X), . . . ,wn(X))}〉= 〈X∣∣f (w) ∀f :FY → FX 〉,
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wi(X). ✷
As a consequence, the free Burnside groups (defined by the identity an ∈ Fa ), the rank-r
free solvable groups, etc., are finitely L-presented. Moreover:
Corollary 2.14. Any finitely generated group in the variety ANk of Abelian-by-(nilpotent
of degree k) groups is finitely L-presented.
Proof. By [Hal54], every group in the variety ANk is the quotient of the free group in that
variety (defined by the identity [[x1, . . . , xk], [y1, . . . , yk]] ∈ Fxi,yi ) by a finite number of
relations. ✷
2.3. Schur multipliers
It is well-known, by Issai Schur and Heinz Hopf’s formula [Bro94, Theorem 5.3],
that the Schur multiplier H2(G,Z) (= H 2(G,C×) for finite groups) of a group G can
be computed from a presentation of G; namely, given a presentation G= 〈S|T 〉, we have
H2(G,Z)= 〈T 〉
# ∩ [FS,FS ]
[〈T 〉#,FS ] .
As a consequence, a finitely presented group necessarily has a finite-rank Schur multiplier.
(Note, however, that the converse is not true—see Theorem 4.2.) We note that Hopf’s
formula extends to L-presentations.
Let us first recall a few facts on Schur multipliers; see [Kar87] for further details:
• Norman Blackburn’s result [Bla72]
H2(H G,Z)=H2(G,Z)⊕H2(H,Z)⊕ {f :G→H/H
′ ⊗H/H ′}
{f (x−1)= τf (x)} , (2)
where τ :H/H ′ ⊗H/H ′ →H/H ′ ⊗H/H ′ sends h⊗ h′ to h′ ⊗ h, and the f above
are just set maps.
• A special case of the Künneth formula,
H2(G×H,Z)=H2(G)⊕H2(H)⊕
(
G/G′ ⊗H/H ′). (3)
• Shapiro’s lemma: for an exact sequence 1→N →G→Q→ 1,
H2(N,Z)=H2(G,ZQ), (4)
with the G-action on ZQ induced by the quotient map G→Q.
Theorem 2.15. Let G admit a finite L-presentation 〈S|Q|Φ|R〉. Then H2(G,Z) =
A⊕⊕Φ∗ B , where A and B are finitely-generated Abelian groups.
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and generated by Φ∗(R). The maps φ ∈ Φ are such that cokerφ is finitely generated
(by R), and we may filter R along Φ∗. For each φ ∈Φ , write
1 −→ kerφ −→W φ−→W −→Aφ ⊕Bφ −→ 1,
whereAφ splits back into W and Bφ does not. ThenW lies inside
⊕
φ∈Φ Bφ⊕
⊕
φ∈Φ∗ Aφ ,
so W is of the required form. The Schur multiplier is obtained from W by extending by
〈S〉#/[F,S] (which has finite rank), and restricting to [F,F ], both operations preserving
the claimed form of H2(G,Z). ✷
It follows, for instance, that H2(G,Z) may be neither Q nor Z[1/n], for a finitely
L-presented group. However, the Schur multiplier may be trivial, as in Theorem 4.2, or
of infinite rank, as in the examples of branch groups of Section 3.2.
3. Branch groups
The purpose of this section is to prove the following general results.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finitely generated, contracting, semi-fractal, regular branch
group. Then G is finitely L-presented.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a finitely generated, contracting, semi-fractal, regular branch
group. Then G is not finitely presented.
Even though I am sure that the contracting hypothesis is not needed in Theorem 3.2,
I have been unable to prove it without that extra condition.
We start by recalling some definitions from [BG00,Gri00] concerning branch groups.
We fix an integer d  2, and the finite alphabet Σ = Z/dZ, written {1, . . . , d} for
convenience. The d-regular rooted tree is the free monoid Σ∗. A tree automorphism
g ∈ AutΣ∗ is a bijective map g :Σ∗ →Σ∗ that preserves prefixes, i.e., such that g(στ) ∈
g(σ)Σ |τ | for all σ, τ ∈ Σ∗. There is an isomorphism between the subtree σΣ∗ and Σ∗,
given by left-cancellation of σ . It induces an isomorphism πσ : Aut(σΣ∗)→ Aut(Σ∗).
A d-rooted group is a finitely generated subgroup G of AutΣ∗. The rooted automor-
phism is the automorphism a ∈Σ∗ defined by
a(σ1σ2 · · ·σn)= (σ1 + 1)σ2 · · ·σn.
Fix a rooted group G, let StabG(σ) be the stabiliser in G of the vertex σ ∈Σ∗, and set
StabG(n)=⋂σ∈Σn StabG(σ). Restriction induces a map
πσ : StabG(σ)→ Aut
(
σΣ∗
)→ AutΣ∗.
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πσ StabG(σ)G for all σ ∈Σ∗. In that case, the map
ψ = (ψ1, . . . ,ψd) : StabG(1)→GΣ
defined by ψi(g) = πi(g|iΣ∗) is an embedding. It extends to a map still written ψ :G→
G SΣ , by lifting ψ to G using the natural map G→SΣ given by restriction to the first
level of the tree.
The rigid stabiliser of the vertex σ is
RistG(σ)=
⋂
τ /∈σΣ∗
StabG(τ)
and the rigid level stabiliser of level n is
RistG(n)=
∏
σ∈Σn
RistG(σ).
Note RistG(σ) < StabG(σ) and RistG(n) <G for all σ ∈Σ∗ and n ∈N.
The group G is level-transitive if it acts transitively on Σn for all n ∈ N. In that case,
StabG(σ) and RistG(σ) depend, up to isomorphism, only on the length of σ .
Definition 3.3. The group G is a branch group if it is level-transitive, and RistG(n) has
finite index in G for all n. It is weak branch if all RistG(σ) are non-trivial (and hence
infinite). It is regular branch if [G :πσ RistG(σ)] is (finite and) constant for all long enough
σ ∈Σ∗. In that case, there is a finite-index subgroup K G such that KΣ  ψ(K), and
G is regular branch over K .
Definition 3.4. Let G be a branch group generated by a finite set S, and consider the
induced word metric on G. We say G is contracting if there is a constant D such that for
every word w ∈ S∗ representing an element of StabG(1), writing ψ(w) = (w1, . . . ,wd),
we have
|wi |< |w| for all i ∈Σ, as soon as |w|>D. (5)
It then follows that there is an algorithm A solving the word problem in G: in this
algorithm, we only assume that given a group generator we know its action on the top level
Σ of the tree, and that given a word representing an element of StabG(1) we may compute
explicitly ψ(w).
Initialization: Let V ⊂ S∗ be the set of all words of length at most D, and let W ⊂ V
be the set of words acting trivially on Σ . Note that ψ is a well-defined map from
W to V d . Assign to each v ∈ V a flag, that is either “trivial,” “non-trivial,” or
“unknown yet.” Initially all flags are “unknown yet.”
For each v ∈ V flagged “unknown yet,” if v ∈ V \W or ψ(v) has a component
flagged “non-trivial,” flag v as “non-trivial.” If ψ(v) has all components flagged
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changed. Then flag all “unknown yet” words as “trivial.”
Computation: Let w ∈ S∗ be a word of which one asks whether it is trivial in G. If w
belongs to V , its flag answers the word problem. If w acts non-trivially on Σ , it
is non-trivial. Finally, if w acts trivially on Σ , write ψ(w) = (w1, . . . ,wn). By
property (5), each wi is strictly shorter than w, so the algorithm can be applied
inductively to it. Then w is trivial if and only if all wi are trivial.
Only one point deserves a special justification, and that is the flagging of “unknown
yet” words as trivial. This is because such words act trivially on the tree, so belong to⋂
n0 StabG(n), which by assumption is trivial.
3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1
Lemma 3.5. Let G = 〈S〉 be a finitely generated group and let H = 〈T 〉 be a finite-
index subgroup of G, for some T ⊂ S∗. Let S˜ be a set in bijection with S, and for
w = s1 · · · sn ∈ S∗ set w˜ = s˜1 · · · s˜n ∈ S˜∗.
There exists a finitely presented group Γ = 〈S˜〉 such that π :Γ s˜ →s−→ G is an
epimorphism, and π−1(H)= 〈T˜ 〉 in Γ .
Proof. Consider first FS with its natural projection π :FS → G, and set ∆ = π−1(H).
Since ∆ has finite index in FS , it is finitely generated, say by the set U . Our purpose is to
find a quotient of FS in which ∆ is generated by T . For each u ∈U , letwu be an expression
of π(u) over T . It then suffices to consider
Γ = 〈S∣∣u−1wu ∀u ∈U 〉. ✷
In words, Γ a finitely presented group such that the subgroup lattice between G and 〈T 〉
is isomorphic to the lattice between Γ and 〈T 〉, where the different 〈T 〉’s lie in different
groups.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let G be regular branch on its subgroup K , and fix generating
sets S for G and T for K . It loses no generality to assume K  StabG(1), since one may
always replace K by K ∩ StabG(1). Let Γ0 be the group given by Lemma 3.5 for H =K .
Let ∆0 be the natural lift of StabG(1) to Γ0; and let Υ0 be the natural lift of K to Γ0.
Let U be a generating set of Stab1(G) (so ∆0 is generated by U˜ ), and let ψ˜ :∆0 → Γ d0
be the natural lift of ψ : StabG(1)→ Gd ; it maps u˜ to ψ˜(u), where the wide tilde is
applied to all d factors of ψ(u). Note that ψ˜ satisfies the contracting condition for the
same constant D as ψ .
Since G is regular branch, there is an embedding 1i ×K × 1d−1−i ↪→ K , from which
for each generator t ∈ T of K we may choose a word φi(t) ∈ T ∗ such that ψ(φi(t)) =
(1, . . . , t, . . . ,1) with the ‘t’ in position i .
Now write ψ˜(φi(t)) = (rt,1, . . . , rt,i t, . . . , rt,d) for some rt,i ∈ Υ0. These elements’
images in K are trivial, since ψ˜ is a lift of ψ . Furthermore, since ψ˜ is contracting, one
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ith factor, and still obtain a finite set of relations.
Let Γ be the quotient of Γ0 by this set’s normal closure. Then Γ is finitely presented and
surjects onto G (since rt,i ∼= 1 in G). Let ∆ and Υ be the images of ∆0 and Υ0 in Γ , and
note that ψ lifts again to ψ˜ on Γ , because the new relators rti map to other new relators.
The data are summed up in the following diagram, which should be viewed as a “chair
with ψ and ψ˜ coming forward”:
Γ Γ
Γ d ∆
ψ˜
StabG(1)
ψ
Gd
Υ d Υ K Kd
Since Im ψ˜ contains Υ d , it has finite index in Γ d . Since Γ d is finitely presented, Im ψ˜
too is finitely presented. Similarly, ∆ is finitely presented, and we may express ker ψ˜ as
the normal closure 〈R1〉# in ∆ of those relators in Im ψ˜ that are not relators in ∆. Clearly,
R1 may be chosen to be finite.
We now use the assumption that G is contracting, with constant D. Let R2 be the set of
words over S of length at most D that represent the identity in G. Set R =R1 ∪R2, which
clearly is finite.
We now consider T as a set distinct from S, and not as a subset of S∗. We extend each
φi to a monoid homomorphism (S ∪ T )∗ → (S ∪ T )∗ by defining it arbitrarily on S.
Assume Γ = 〈S|Q〉, and let wt ∈ S∗ be a representation of t ∈ T as a word in S. We
claim that the following is an L-presentation of G:
G= 〈S ∪ T ∣∣Q∪ {t−1wt}t∈T ∣∣ {φi}i∈Σ ∣∣R1 ∪R2〉. (6)
For this purpose, consider the following subgroups Ξn of Γ : first Ξ0 = {1}, and by
induction
Ξn+1 =
{
γ ∈∆∣∣ ψ˜(γ ) ∈Ξdn }.
We computed Ξ1 = 〈R〉#. Since G acts transitively on the nth level of the tree, a set of
normal generators for Ξn is given by
⋃
in φ
i(R), where φ is any choice of φi for i ∈Σ .
We also note that ψ(Ξn+1)=Ξdn .
We will have proven the claim if we show G= Γ /⋃n0 Ξn. Let then w ∈ Γ represent
the identity in G. Applying to it |w| times the map ψ , we obtain d |w| words that are
all of length at most K , that is, that belong to Ξ1. Then, since ψ(Ξn+1) = Ξdn , we get
w ∈Ξ|w|+1, and (6) is a presentation of G.
As a bonus, the presentation (6) expresses K as the subgroup of G generated by T . ✷
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since in many cases the other φi are conjugates of φ1. Second, φ1 induces an isomorphism
from K to its subgroupK×1d−1, so there is a one-step HNN extension of G that is finitely
presented—namely, the extension identifying K and K × 1d−1. Third, in many cases (but
not all) φ1 can be extended to an endomorphism of G; in that case, one may delete T from
the generating set and obtain an ascending L-presentation.
In all cases, K admits an ascending L-presentation, so embeds in a finitely presented
group L, and 〈G,L〉 is a finite extension of L, hence is a finitely presented group
containing G.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since G is contracting, there is a constant D such that |wi |< |w|
whenever |w| > D. This implies, using the triangular inequality, that there are constants
η < 1 and D′ such that |wi |< η|w| whenever |w|>D′.
Now levels can be “collapsed” in a branch group: for any k we may consider the (same)
action of G on (Σk)∗, with map ψ given by k-fold composition of the original map ψ .
The resulting group action is still branch.
However, the result of this process is that the constant η above can be replaced by any
power of itself, say 1/2, at the cost of enlarging the branching number of the tree.
The generating set can then be replaced by a ball of sufficiently large radius, so that the
constant L becomes 1.
We have reached a “canonical situation,” where the maps ψ and ψ˜ satisfy |wi | 
(1/2)(|w| + 1) for all w.
Assume now by contradiction that G is finitely presented, say G = 〈S|R〉 with
π :FS → G the canonical map, and assume that the greatest length among the relators
is minimal. All r ∈ R being trivial in G, satisfy a fortiori π(r) ∈ StabG(1), so ψ˜(r) =
(r1, . . . , rd ) is well-defined. By the Reidemeister–Schreier process, a presentation of
G× 1× · · · × 1 is
〈S| ri for all r ∈R and i ∈Σ〉.
By our assumptions that |ri | (1/2)(|r|+1) and max |r| is minimal, we must have |r| 1
for all relations, so G is free. However, a free group may not contain commuting subgroups
with trivial intersection, like K × 1 × · · · × 1 and 1 × · · · × 1 × K . This is our required
contradiction. ✷
3.2. Schur multipliers
In his paper [Gri99] Rostislav Grigorchuk computed explicitly the Schur multiplier
H2(G,Z) of his group—he proved that H2(G) = (Z/2)∞. We outline here a general
computation H2(G,Z) for branch groups G.
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a finitely generated, contracting, semi-fractal, regular branch
group. Then H2(G,Z)∼= A⊕B∞, for finite Abelian groups A,B .
As a consequence, all such groups are infinitely presented.
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finite group Q. By (4) and (3), H2(K,ZQ) = H2(Kd,Z) = H2(K,Z)d ⊕ (K/K ′ ⊗
K/K ′)d(d−1)/2. Taking Q-invariants of the right-hand side collapses all d copies of
H2(K,Z) together, but we are left with the equation H2(K,Z)=H2(K,Z)⊕B , where B ,
a quotient of (K/K ′ ⊗K/K ′)d(d−1)/2, is a finite group.
Then H2(G,Z) is obtained from H2(K,Z) by extension and quotient by finite-rank
Abelian groups, and the claimed result follows. ✷
Note, as a corollary, that if K is perfect, then it is a finitely presented, infinitely related
group with trivial Schur multiplier.
3.3. Perfect branch groups
We consider a class of branch groups, of special interest for being perfect. They form
a subclass of the GGS groups studied in [BŠ01]. Let A be a finite, perfect, group acting
transitively on Σ , with two elements ∗ %= † ∈Σ such that StabA(∗) \StabA(†) %= ∅ (think,
for instance, A5).
Let A be a copy of A, and consider Γ =A ∗A. Define an action of Γ on Σ∗ by
(σ1σ2 · · ·σn)a = σa1 σ2 · · ·σn,
(σ1σ2 · · ·σn)a =

σ1σ
a
2 σ3 · · ·σn if σ1 = ∗,
σ1(σ2σ3 · · ·σn)a if σ1 = †,
σ1σ2 · · ·σn otherwise.
Let G be the group defined by this action, i.e., the quotient of Γ by the kernel of the action.
Proposition 3.7. G is a perfect finitely generated regular branch group over itself.
Proof. Clearly G is perfect, being generated by two perfect groups, and finitely generated,
being generated by two finite groups.
Note now that StabG(1)=AG. The map ψ :G→G Σ A is given by
ψ(a)= (1, . . . ,1)a, ψ(a)= (a,1, . . . ,1, a)1,
where in this last expression the ‘a’ is at position ∗ and the ‘a’ is at position †. The
conditions on A imply that it contains an element x moving † but not ∗. The computation
ψ[a, bx] = ([a, b],1, . . .,1) shows that ψ(G) contains A × 1 · · · × · · · × 1, since A is
perfect; then ψ(G) contains too
(a,1, . . . ,1)−1ψ(a)= (a−1,1, . . . ,1)(a,1, . . . ,1, a)= (1, . . . ,1, a),
so ψ(G) contains 1 × · · · × 1 × A, and since A is Y -transitive it contains G × · · · ×G.
(Explicitly, we have ψ−1(GΣ)= StabG(1).) ✷
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branch groups G with H2(G,Z)= 0, that are finitely L-presented but infinitely presented.
The groupΓ =A∗A is the same as the Γ of Theorem 3.1, and the subgroup∆ is∗a∈AAa .
The map ψ˜ is given by
ψ˜
(
a b
)= (a in position ∗b, a in position †b).
Let φ be some word substitution on Γ mapping g to (g,1, . . . ,1), as given by the
computations in the previous theorem. We then have an L-presentation
G= 





A,A
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a1−b whenever ∗b = ∗,†b = †,
a1−b+c−d whenever ∗b = ∗,†b = †c,∗c = ∗d ,†d = † are all distinct,
a1−b+c−d(1−b+c) whenever ∗b = †c = †d = ∗,†b = ∗c,∗d = †
are all distinct,
[φ(a),φ(b)c] whenever ∗c %= ∗






.
Indeed, the first three relations identify all products ab1+···+bn with same ψ-image, and the
last ones are the commutation relations lifted from Γ × · · · × Γ .
4. Examples
We start by an example of wreath product:
Theorem 4.1. The following is an L-presentation of the “lamplighter group” G= Z/2 Z:
G= 〈a, b, t∣∣a2, a−1b∣∣φ∣∣ [a, b]〉,
where φ : {a, b, t}∗ → {a, b, t}∗ is given by
φ(a)= a, φ(b)= bt, φ(t)= t .
However, this group admits no finite presentation.
Proof. A presentation of G is 〈
a, t
∣∣a2, [a, ati]∀i ∈ Z〉.
By conjugating the last relation by t i , we may assume the set of relators is a2 and the
[a, ati ] with i  0. The latter are precisely the relators obtained from φi([a, b]) by applying
the relation a = b.
It follows from [Bau61] that G is not finitely presented. Even better, (2) gives us
H2(Z/2  Z,Z)= (Z/2)∞. ✷
Note, however, the following seemingly similar example, due to Gilbert Baumslag,
which is finitely L-presented by arguments similar to those in Theorem 4.1:
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G= 〈a, b, t∣∣at−4, b2t−1, [a, bti]∀i ∈ Z〉
is an infinitely-presented metabelian group, with H2(G,Z)= 0.
This example was devised to show that the Schur multiplier’s rank may be much smaller
than the number of relators. In that view, we may ask the following question:
Problem 4.3. Do there exist non-finitely-L-presented groups with trivial Schur multiplier?
An interesting example of group acting on a rooted tree is the “Brunner–Sidki–Vieira
group;” we rephrase their result in terms of L-presentations:
Theorem 4.4 [BSV99, Proposition 15]. Consider the group G= 〈µ,τ 〉 acting on {1,2}∗,
with ψ(a−1µ) = (1,µ−1) and ψ(a−1τ ) = (1, τ ) (so τ and µ act like a on the top node
of the tree. Note that G is neither rooted nor branch, though “it is weak branch.” Writing
λ= τµ−1, G admits the ascending L-presentation
G= 〈λ, τ ∣∣ ∣∣φ∣∣ [λ,λτ ], [λ,λτ 3]〉,
where φ is defined by τ → τ 2 and λ → τ 2λ−1τ 2.
We may even conclude that H2(G,Z) = (Z× Z)∞, freely generated by the images of
φn[λ,λτ ] and φn[λ,λτ 3 ].
We now give presentations for four of the five “testbed groups” studied in [BG00,
BG02].
4.1. An L-presentation for G
The group G, the first Grigorchuk group, is the 2-rooted group G= 〈a, b, c, d〉, with a
the rooted element and b, c, d defined by
ψ(b)= (a, c), ψ(c)= (a, d), ψ(d)= (1, b).
G is a regular branch group over K = 〈(ab)2〉#.
Theorem 4.5. The Grigorchuk group G admits the ascending L-presentation
G= 〈a, c, d∣∣ ∣∣σ ∣∣a2, [d, da], [dac, (dac)a]〉,
where σ : {a, c, d}∗ → {a, c, d}∗ is defined by
σ(a)= aca, σ (c)= cd, σ (d)= c.
Proof. Rephrasing of [Lys85]. ✷
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The group G˜, the Grigorchuk supergroup, is the 2-rooted group G= 〈a, b˜, c˜, d˜〉, with
a the rooted element and b˜, c˜, d˜ defined by
ψ
(
b˜
)= (a, c˜), ψ(c˜)= (1, d˜), ψ(d˜)= (1, b˜).
G˜ is a regular branch group over K˜ = 〈(ab˜)2, (ad˜)2〉#. It is named thus because it contains
G as a subgroup.
Theorem 4.6. The group G˜ admits the ascending L-presentation
G˜= 〈a, b˜, c˜, d˜∣∣ ∣∣ σ˜ ∣∣a2, [b˜, c˜], [c˜, c˜a], [c˜, d˜a], [d˜, d˜a], [c˜ab˜, (c˜ab˜)a],[
c˜ab˜,
(
d˜ab˜
)a]
,
[
d˜ab˜,
(
d˜ab˜
)a]〉
,
where σ˜ : {a, b˜, c˜, d˜}∗ → {a, b˜, c˜, d˜}∗ is defined by
a → ab˜a, b˜ → d˜, c˜ → b˜, d˜ → c˜.
Proof. Rephrasing of [BG02, Proposition 5.6]. ✷
4.3. An L-presentation for Γ
The group Γ , the Fabrykowski–Gupta group, is the 3-rooted group G= 〈a, r〉, with a
the rooted element and r defined by
ψ(r)= (a,1, r).
Γ is a regular branch group over Γ ′ = 〈[a, r]〉#.
Theorem 4.7. The Fabrykowski–Gupta group Γ admits the ascending L-presentation〈
a, r
∥∥σ,χ1, χ2∣∣a3, [r1+a−1−1+a+1, a], [a−1, r1+a+a−1][ra+1+a−1, a]〉,
where σ,χ1, χ2 : {a, r}∗ → {a, r}∗ are given by
σ(a)= ra−1, σ (r)= r,
χ1(a)= a, χ1(r)= r−1,
χ2(a)= a−1, χ2(r)= r.
Proof. We follow Theorem 3.1. Consider first the group F = 〈a, r|a3, r3〉. Clearly,
F/F ′ ∼= (Z/3)2 ∼= Γ/Γ ′. Using the computer algebra program GAP, we compute a
presentation for Im ψ˜ , and rewrite its relators as words in X, where X is a generating set
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gives a finite L-presentation for Γ with generators {a, r} ∪X.
We now note that σ0 can be extended to a homomorphism σ :Γ →A×R × Γ , where
A = 〈a〉 and R = 〈r〉 have order 3. The substitution σ can be used instead of σ0, giving
rise to a simpler presentation with generators a, r .
Finally, we note that the presentation can be simplified from 6 iterated relators to 2 by
introducing two extra substitutions χ1, χ2 induced by group automorphisms. ✷
Note that for G and G˜ the iterated relations are of the form [x, xa] where x belongs to a
first-level rigid stabiliser. For Γ , however, one obtains fewer relations by considering more
general expressions, as above.
4.4. An L-presentation for Γ
The group Γ , introduced in [BG00], is the 3-rooted group G= 〈a, s〉, with a the rooted
element and s defined by
ψ(s)= (a, a, s).
Set x = ta−1, y = a−1t , and K = 〈x, y〉, a torsion-free index-3 subgroup of Γ .
Theorem 4.8. The groups K and Γ are not branch, but are finitely L-presented.
Proof. We start by computing an L-presentation for K . As above, ψ(K ′) contains
K ′ ×K ′ ×K ′; but K/K ′ ∼= Z2 and neither Γ nor K are branch.
First, we chose generators of StabK(1):
α = x−1y = (x,1, x−1), β = y−1x−1y−1 = (y,1, y−1),
γ = x−1y−1x−1 = (1, x, x−1), δ = xy−1 = (1, y, y−1).
Then, we chose generators of K ′:
e= β−1δγ = [y, xyx] = (y−1, yx, x−1),
f = γβ−1δ = [x−1y−1x−1, y]= (y−1, xy, x−1),
g = γ−1αβ = [x, y] = (xy, x−1, y−1),
h= βγ−1α = [y−1x−1, y−1]= (yx, x−1, y−1).
The fact that K ′ is normal can be seen in the following conjugation relations:
↙ e f g h
x g−1hf−1g−1 f−1g−1 e g−1he
x−1 ehf−1 h−1e−1 h−1f−1
y g−1e−1 h−1e−1 g−1eh f
y−1 e−1gf h f−1g−1 f−1g−1ef
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s ∈ S and k ∈ {e, f, g,h}, where wk,s is the word in the above table. Note then that L′ is
generated by the words e, f, g,h.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, consider the map ψ˜ : StabL(1)→ L3 corresponding to
ψ : StabK(1)→K3, and by the Reidemeister–Schreier method compute a presentation for
ψ˜(StabL(1)).
Assume L= 〈S|Q〉. A presentation for L3 is 〈S1 ∪S2 ∪S3|Q1∪Q2 ∪Q3 ∪[Si, Sj %=i ]〉.
The image of ψ˜ can be described as {(u, v,w) ∈L3 | uvw ∈ L′}. We choose {xm3 yn3 }m,n∈Z
as Schreier transversal for this subgroup, and denote the Schreier generators
uimn = xm3 yn3xiy−n3 x−m−13 , vimn = xm3 yn3yiy−n−13 x−m3 .
Then these generators satisfy
u1mn = u100 = α, v1mn = u−m200v100um200 = γ−mβγm,
u2mn = u200 = γ, v2mn = u−m100v200um100 = α−mδαm,
u3mn = u−m200v−n100u−1200vn100um+1200 , v3mn = 1.
The relators we obtain, in terms of α,β, γ, δ, are
[α,γ ], [αβ,γ δ], [αγ−1, β−nγ−1βn], [γ−nβγ n,α−nδαn] for all n ∈ Z,
w
(
αγ−1, β
)
, w
(
α−1γ, δ
)
, w
(
α−1, δ−1
)
for all w ∈Q.
This clearly gives a finite L-presentation for ψ˜(StabL(1))—compare with the proof of
Theorem 4.1. Now the computation of a presentation for K can be finished as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
Finally, a finite L-presentation for G can be obtained using Proposition 2.7. ✷
4.5. An L-presentation for Γ
The group Γ , the Gupta–Sidki group, is the 3-rooted groupG= 〈a, t〉, with a the rooted
element and t defined by
ψ(t)= (a, a−1, t).
Γ is a regular branch group over Γ ′ = 〈[a, t]〉#.
Theorem 4.9. The Gupta–Sidki group Γ admits the L-presentation
〈
a, t, u, v
∣∣a3, t3, u−1ta, v−1ta−1∣∣σ,χ ∣∣ (tuv)3, [v, t][vt, u−1tv−1u], [t, u]3[u,v]3[t, v]3〉,
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where σ,χ : {t, u, v}∗ → {t, u, v}∗ are given by
σ :
{
t → t,
u → [u−1t−1, t−1v−1]t = u−1tv−1tuvt−1,
v → t[tv, ut] = t−1vutv−1tu−1,
χ :
{
t → t−1,
u → u−1,
v → v−1.
Note that χ is induced by the automorphism of Γ defined by a → a, t → t−1; however,
σ does not extend to an endomorphism of Γ .
Note also that all the iterated relators can be expressed as words over {t, u, v} with
0-sum in each variable. Their most natural representation (see Fig. 1) is as closed paths in
the {t, u, v}-space.
Then the fact that these elements are non-trivial relations translates to the fact that their
projection on any plane t =−u, u= −v, or v =−t gives a trivial path (up to t3 = u3 =
v3 = 1), while they themselves are not trivial paths. Incidentally, these projections are none
but the ψi : 〈t, u, v〉→ 〈a, t〉, for i ∈Σ .
Proof. We follow Theorem 3.1. Consider first the group F = 〈a, t|a3, t3〉. Clearly,
F/F ′ ∼= (Z/3)2 ∼= Γ /Γ ′. Using the computer algebra program GAP, we compute a
presentation for Im ψ˜ , and rewrite its relators as words in X, where X is a generating set
for Γ ′. We also construct a group homomorphism σ0 : Γ ′ → 1×1× Γ ′. Then Theorem 3.1
gives a finite L-presentation for Γ with generators {a, t} ∪X.
We now note that σ0 can be extended to a homomorphism σ : StabΓ (1)→A×A× Γ ,
where A= 〈a〉 has order 3. The substitution σ can be used instead of σ0, giving rise to a
simpler presentation with generators a, t, u, v, where t, u= ta, v = ta−1 is a generating set
for StabΓ (1).
Finally, we note that the presentation can be simplified from 6 iterated relators to 3 by
introducing an extra substitution χ , induced by a group automorphism. ✷
Problem 4.10. Does there exist a finite ascending L-presentation for Γ ?
In these examples, easy computations yield H2(G,Z) = H2(G˜,Z) = (Z/2)∞ and
H2(Γ,Z)=H2(Γ ,Z)= (Z/3)∞.
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